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Abstract

In this contribution, a previously introduced discrete model for studying the statics of duoskelion beam-like structures

is extended to dynamics. The results of numerical simulations performed using such an extended model are reported to

discuss the in-plane dynamic buckling of duoskelion structures under different loading and kinematic boundary conditions.

The core instrument of the analysis is a discrete beam element, which, in addition to flexure, also accounts for extension

and shearing deformations. Working in the setting of dynamics, inertial contributions are taken into account as well. A

stepwise time integration scheme is employed to reconstruct the complete trajectory of the system, namely before and

after buckling. It is concluded that the duoskelion structure exhibits exotic features compared with classical beam-like

structures modeled at macro-scale by Euler–Bernoulli’s model.
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1. Introduction

Recent research in the field of metamaterials [1–3] has stimulated the rediscovery and improvement of pre-
viously developed models of structural elements—such as beams [4–12], plates [13–16], shells [17–21], and
solids [22–24]— which have been adapted to study the exotic mechanical behaviors exhibited by metamaterials.

In the field of metamaterials, a good understanding of the influence of microscopic constituents on overall
behavior has indeed proven to be crucial. Such an understanding can be obtained by means of coarse-grained
continuum models informed from the micro-structure, such as second [25–28] or higher [29–31] displacement
gradient models, micromorphic models [32–35], and non-local integral models [36–39].

These coarse-grained models can be obtained using many techniques: through direct phenomenological
formulations [40–45], asymptotic [46–48] or non-asymptotic [49] homogenization techniques, etc. These mod-
els allow consideration of simple macro-scale geometries, as the complex micro-scale is smeared out. While
being computationally advantageous, continuum macro-scale models have many limitations, which are linked
to the identification of parameters [50–54] and the often-insufficient scale separation [55], which makes the
macro-scale continuity assumption unsuitable, as it constrains the kinematics too much.

To validate and fit continuum models [56, 57], as well as to improve the accuracy of the modeling, one should
resort to more refined modeling strategies, which better take the micro-structure into account. In beam lattices
[58–62], the use of models to represent each element of the lattice is required for this purpose. In this regard, two
non-full-scale approaches are possible in principle: the first considers interactions between nodes of the lattice
as well-described by springs, i.e. by an intrinsically discrete theory, be they extensional or rotational [63, 64];
the second utilizes a continuum beam model derived from the homogenization of the aforementioned spring
model to describe each interaction [65–67]. Nevertheless, the continuum approach might need to be suitably
discretized to reconstruct the solution numerically, especially if problems with a certain degree of complexity
must be studied.

Procedurally, when variationally formulated, and if only elastic phenomena are taken into account, both
meso-scale approaches rely on the definition of the strain energy for static problems, while the kinetic energy
must also be defined for dynamic ones.

An example of these concepts is provided by so-called pantographic fabrics, which are metamaterials whose
study has encompassed mathematical [68] and theoretical [69] mechanics issues, as well as experimental and
manufacturing aspects. Another example is given by the structure that is going to be studied in the following.
Indeed, this study concerns an articulated beam structure constituted of elements arranged according to a spe-
cific chirality [70], first introduced in [71]. The structure as a whole, owing to its slenderness and geometry,
is also referred to as a duoskelion beam. The name duoskelion is a neologism, which is inspired by Greek
and means two-legged. When micro-scale stiffnesses are suitably chosen so as to have a strong mechanical
contrast at the micro-scale, duoskelion beams can be employed as mechanical switches with customizable on–
off traction loading thresholds. Additionally, in compression, they are capable of strongly coupling transverse
and axial motions, and they could be designed to show a monodirectional response, i.e. to be extensible but
incompressible, see again [71].

In the same spirit of [72]—which deals with an intrinsically discrete formulation equivalent to Euler–
Bernoulli’s beam model in a three-dimensional setting—and following [73]—which extends such a formulation
to extensible and shear-deformable beams—in this study we consider an intrinsically discrete meso-scale beam
model, taking into account shear deformations and, more particularly, a model that, in the linear regime, is
equivalent to the so-called Timoshenko–Ehrenfest model, see [74]. Inertial contributions are taken into account
as well. A stepwise time integration scheme is employed to reconstruct the complete trajectory of the system,
namely before and after buckling.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the discrete beam element, on which we base the entire
analysis, is introduced in the general three-dimensional setting. At first, we define the kinematics. Then, we
introduce the strain and kinetic energies. In Section 3, we report on the performed numerical simulations. At
first, we provide reasonably realistic values of the model parameters by making use of the Saint-Venant formulas.
Then we show (Section 3) results illustrating the dynamic buckling of beam-like duoskelion structures for
different end conditions. Subsequently, the influence of the loading velocity on the results is briefly discussed,
as well as the results of a pull test. Finally, an analysis of sensitivity with respect to stiffness parameters is
conducted. In Section 4, we present our conclusions and provide some outlook for further work.
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2. Discrete shearable beam formulation in three dimensions

The mechanical response of a system is completely defined by its strain energy in the static case. For dynamic
problems, in addition, one should also define the system’s kinetic energy.

Indeed, the specification of these two energies completely defines the Lagrangian of the system, and hence
the system’s trajectories. While this is evidently true from the theoretical point of view, finding the aforemen-
tioned trajectories in the nonlinear regime can be a formidable—if not sometimes impossible—task, in both
statics and dynamics, requiring the development and utilization of suitable tools. For an in-depth discussion
of these topics, see [75–77]. In addition, see also [72], which treats a discrete model of an inextensible and
unshearable beam in the three-dimensional setting, and [73], which deals with a discrete model of an extensible
and shearable beam in the two-dimensional setting.

Next, we define, first, the strain energy and, successively, the kinetic energy of the considered discrete beam
element used to model the duoskelion structure.

2.1. Strain energy

In the three-dimensional setting, a discrete one-dimensional beam model consists of a polygonal line moving in
space. A node of such a polygonal line is endowed with a cross-section A, which can move in three dimensions,
whose barycenter is the position occupied by the node itself. Such a position rC fulfills the following equation:

∫

A

(r − rC)dA = 0 , (1)

where the quantity r is the position of a generic point lying on the cross-section A, with which a generic node
of the polygonal line—the discrete beam—is endowed.

Clearly, each line segment could be replaced by more line segments, introducing further nodes and giving a
so-called h-refinement or enhanced description [78]. The cross-sections which the nodes are endowed with are
all assumed to be rigid, i.e. they can only rotate and translate.

From now on, nodes will be indicated using the symbol Pn or pn (Figure 1). Capital and lowercase letters
are referred to the reference and current configurations, respectively, while the subscript n labels the consid-
ered node. Each line segment, in brief a link, connecting two consecutive nodes is equipped—in the reference
configuration—with three mutually orthogonal unit vectors D1,n, D2,n, and D3,n. The first of these vectors is
parallel to the link that connects two end nodes. In formulas, we have

D1,n =
Pn+1 − Pn

‖Pn+1 − Pn‖
. (2)

The unit vectors D2,n and D3,n are two orthogonal vectors in the plane orthogonal to D1,n. Generally, it is
convenient to choose D2,n and D3,n along the direction of the principal axes of the beam’s cross-section.

We assume that the proper orthogonal tensor Qn transforms Di,n in di,n (i = 1, 2, 3), that is,

di,n = QnDi,n . (3)

The strain measures for extension and shear deformations are defined starting from the following vectorial
quantity:

1wn+1 = (pn+1 − pn) − ‖Pn+1 − Pn‖QnD1,n , (4)

that is, the difference vector between (pn+1 − pn) and ‖Pn+1 − Pn‖QnD1,n. Note that the second term of this
definition comes from the rigid-body motion, indeed the rotation Qn, of the link between nodes n and n + 1 (the
nth link). Furthermore, the following proper orthogonal tensor:

Ln+1 = Qn+1QT
n − I . (5)

is defined as a strain measure for the bending and torsion of the beam. Note that, if Qn is equal to Qn+1, there
is no relative rotation between the nth and (n + 1)th links, and Ln+1 is the null tensor. The orthogonal tensor
Qn+1QT

n will henceforth be called the tensor of the relative rotation between the nth and (n + 1)th links.
From the vectorial quantity introduced in equation (4), we can define a strain measure accounting for the

extension of the beam and two strain measures accounting for its shearing deformations. These add up to the
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Figure 1. Kinematics of the beam model: reference (light gray) and current (dark gray) configurations.

previously defined strain measures accounting for bending and torsional deformations of the beam. The strain
measure accounting for extension is defined as

1wext
n+1 = (pn+1 − pn)

(
1 −

‖Pn+1 − Pn‖

‖pn+1 − pn‖

)
, (6)

and, accordingly, the shearing strain is defined as being given by the following vectorial quantity:

1wshr
n+1 = 1wn+1 − 1wext

n+1 . (7)

Customarily, when such a vectorial quantity—a similar one, in fact—is manipulated by expressing it through its
components, such components are obtained by projection on the principal directions of the beam’s cross-section.

To deal more easily with bending and torsion deformations, it is convenient to recall Rodrigues’ formula.
Such a formula provides a closed-form expression of any arbitrary rotation tensor Q in terms of a unit vector e,
which defines the axis of rotation, and of the rotation angle ϕ:

Q = cos ϕ I + (1 − cos ϕ) e ⊗ e + sin ϕ E , (8)

where the tensor E is defined by the relation Eu = e × u for any vector u. Starting from Rodrigues’ formula
(equation (8)), simple calculations give the following two relationships:

2 cos ϕ = tr(Q) − 1 ,

2 sin ϕ e = Q× , (9)

where tr(·) is the trace operator and Q× is the vectorial invariant of Q.1

Using Rodrigues’ formula, we can thus compute the rotation vector ϕϕϕ associated with the rotation tensor Q,
namely:

ϕϕϕ = ϕ e , (10)

which is a convenient quantity to deal with in place of the rotation tensor itself. By using equation (9), we
can find the rotation vector 1ϕϕϕn+1 associated with the relative rotation tensor QT

n Qn+1 in the strain measure
(equation (5)).

The strain energy associated with the aforementioned strain measures can be written as

2Sn+1 =

[
1wn+1

1ϕϕϕn+1

]
· An+1

[
1wn+1

1ϕϕϕn+1

]
, (11)
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where the stiffness matrix An+1 collects the stiffness parameters of the beam segment between nodes n and
n + 1. In general, the matrix An+1 might be nondiagonal, thus allowing all the desired mechanical couplings.

2.2. Kinetic energy

To complete the description of the discrete model introduced in the previous section, we need to define the
kinetic energy of an elementary part of the beam. When such a definition is given, the computation of the
kinetic energy of the whole beam will be simply accomplished by summing up all the elementary contributions.

Again, to simplify the formulas, only the link in between nodes n and n+1 is to be considered. Additionally,
a continuous and uniform distribution of cross-sections is considered along each link. In the reference configu-
ration, these cross-sections are assumed to be orthogonal to the link, whose points are their centroids. A generic
centroid will be denoted with the symbol C. Additionally, the cross-sections, which are continuously distributed
along a given link, are all assumed to be rigid, i.e. they can only rotate and displace.

The current position of a point C belonging to the link between nodes n and n + 1 can be written as

r(t) = RC + uC(t) + Q(t)Z , (12)

where RC is the position—in the reference configuration—of the cross-section centroid C, uC is the displace-
ment of C, Q is the tensor describing the rotation of the cross-section, and Z is the position of an arbitrary
point Z belonging to the cross-section in the reference configuration. From equation (12), we can compute the
Lagrangian velocity (dots indicate the time derivative):

ṙ(t) = u̇C(t) + Q̇(t)Z . (13)

By using the proper orthogonality property of the rotation tensor Q defined previously, we can write the
following identity:

Q̇ = Q̇QTQ . (14)

It is straightforward to show that the tensor Q̇QT is a skew symmetric tensor.2 Therefore, we can associate to
Q̇QT an axial vector, also known as the angular velocity vector:

ωωω = −
1

2

(
Q̇QT

)
×

. (15)

Hence, we can rewrite equation (13) in the following form:

ṙ(t) = u̇C(t) + ωωω(t) × Q(t)Z , (16)

where it is possible to recognize the translational, u̇C(t), and the rotational, ωωω(t)×Q(t)Z, velocity contributions.
By means of this representation, we can compute the kinetic energy per unit link length:

2 dT =

∫

A

ρu̇z · u̇zdA , (17)

which, by using equation (16) and remembering that the centroid of a cross-section is characterized by the
condition: ∫

A

zdA = 0 , (18)

can be rewritten as follows:

2dT =

∫

A

ρ
(
‖u̇c‖

2 + ‖ωωω × z‖2
)

dA . (19)

By taking into account the elementary equality chain

‖ω × z‖2 = (‖ω‖‖z‖ sin(ω̂, z))2
= ‖ω‖2‖z‖2

(
1 −

(
ω · z

‖ω‖‖z‖

)2
)

= (ω · ω)(z · z) − (ω · z)2 , (20)
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and making use of the definitions

m =

∫

A

ρdA , Jc =

∫

A

ρ ((z · z)I − z ⊗ z) dA , (21)

the kinetic energy per unit link length can be rewritten in a shorter form as:

2 T = mu̇c · u̇c + ω · Jc ω . (22)

The inertia tensor Jc appearing in this equation is defined in the current basis as

Jc = `




∫

A

ρ(z2
2 + z2

3)dA 0 0

0

∫

A

ρz2
3dA −

∫

A

ρz2z3dA

0 −

∫

A

ρz2z3dA

∫

A

ρz2
2dA




, (23)

where z = z2d2 + z3d3. We remark that, if the unit vectors d2 and d3 are chosen as to lie in the direction of the
principal axes of inertia, then the inertia tensor Jc is diagonal.

From equation (22), we can, at this point, easily derive the kinetic energy of the whole link:

Te =
1

2

∫ `

0

(mu̇C · u̇C + ω · JCω) ds . (24)

Assuming a linear interpolation of the centroids’ velocities between nodes n and n + 1, we can write

uC(s) = Beue , (25)

utilizing the following definitions:

ue =

[
u̇n

u̇n+1

]
, Be =




1 −
s

`
0 0

s

`
0 0

0 1 −
s

`
0 0

s

`
0

0 0 1 −
s

`
0 0

s

`


 (26)

Conversely, the angular velocity vector ωωω is assumed as uniform along each link. Therefore, the kinetic
energy of a link between nodes n and n + 1 reads as:

Te =
1

2

(
u̇e · Mt

eu̇e + ωωω · Mr
eωωω
)

, (27)

where Mt
e is the mass matrix related to the translation Lagrangian parameters and Mr

e is the mass matrix related
to the rotational Lagrangian parameters. The following expressions are assumed for the aforementioned mass
matrices:

Mt
e =

∫ `

0

mBT
e Beds =

m`

6




2 0 0 1 0 0
0 2 0 0 1 0
0 0 2 0 0 1
1 0 0 2 0 0
0 1 0 0 2 0
0 0 1 0 0 2




(28)

and

Mr
e =

∫ `

0

JCds = `JC . (29)
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3. Numerical simulations

In this section, we report on the results of numerical simulations performed with the model described in the
previous section, as applied to the analysis of a specific duoskelion structure. With the considered duoskelion
structure mainly extended in only one dimension, the performed tests were largely inspired from classical results
available for the Euler–Bernoulli beam.

More specifically, after a preliminary discussion on the mechanical parameters—the stiffnesses and the
inertial parameters—and their identification, we present results as obtained by varying

(a) the conditions at the ends of the considered beam-like duoskelion structure,
(b) the external loading rate,
(c) the stiffnesses,

to study the sensitivity of the mechanical behavior with respect to these factors.

3.1. Identification of the mechanical parameters

It is well known from the Saint-Venant results for an isotropic and homogeneous elastic prism in the linear
regime that the elongation 1L is

1L =
NL

EA
,

where N , L, E, and A are the normal force on the bases, the length of the prism, the Young modulus, and the
cross-sectional area, respectively. If we think of the prism as divided into n cells, each having length ` = L/n
and an equivalent extensional stiffness a, to identify such a parameter a, we can equate the elongation of the
prism 1L with that of the n cells in series,

1L =
NL

EA
= n

N

a
,

from which the following simple relationship is found:

a =
EA

`
.

Considering that this estimate is based on assumptions—above all that of a linear regime—that could be far
from being fulfilled in the considered problem, such an estimate of the stiffness a is surely a good starting point.
With an analogous reasoning, we can estimate the bending stiffness b as

b =
EJ

`
,

where J is the rotational inertia of the cross-section, and the shear stiffness c,

c =
GA∗

`
,

where G is the tangential elasticity modulus and A∗ is the reduced cross-section area.
We consider a beam-like duoskelion structure made up of 20 unit cells, see Figure 2, in which, for illustrative

purposes, only 10 cells are depicted. The parameters E and ρ, needed to identify the model parameters according
to the previous discussion, are taken to be equal to those characterizing standard steel; E = 2.1 × 106 N/mm2

and ρ = 7850 kg/m3.
The considered duoskelion structure has a length L = 1 m and a uniform square cross-section of side length

1 mm. Regarding the discrete mechanical modeling, vertical tracts of the duoskelion structure are discretized
by means of three nodes, while horizontal tracts are discretized by means of two nodes. Therefore, the distance
between two consecutive nodes is equal to ` along the whole structure. From these data, also reported in Table
1, which makes use of the MKS system of units, not only can we estimate the stiffness parameters a, b, and c,
but we can also compute the cross-section area and inertia (see again Table 1).
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Figure 2. Geometry of a duoskelion beam-like structure with 10 unit cells.

Table 1. Reference dataset. All quantities are expressed in the MKS system of units.

L n a b c ρ A J

1 20 84 × 105 0.7 42 × 105 7850 10−6 8.3333 × 10−14

3.2. Dynamic buckling for different end conditions

The first test is inspired by the simply supported Euler–Bernoulli’s beam column compression problem. A
duoskelion structure with 20 unit cells is considered, where the left end (A in Figure 2) is hinged and the
right end (B in Figure 2) is simply supported in the vertical direction, i.e. constrained by a roller to move only
horizontally. Using the dataset reported in Table 1, we apply a compression load, varying in time with a linear
law and having slope ṗ.

Before conducting numerical simulations for this case study, the first and last natural periods of the con-
sidered duoskelion structure for the applied kinematic conditions and considered model parameters must be
computed to calibrate the numerical stepwise time integration scheme used herein, namely Casciaro’s scheme
[63], appropriately. Figure 3 shows the first eight natural modes, along with the corresponding natural periods
computed in the reference configuration. Natural modes are useful to understand the vibrations of the duoske-
lion structure, at least close to the reference configuration. From this modal analysis, we see that the first and
last natural periods are T1 = 0.9063 s and Tn = 4.952 × 10−7 s, respectively. Of the first eight modes, only the
second and the eighth modes are extensional modes, all the others being bending modes. In Figure 3, as well
as in all the following figures, the reference configuration of the duoskelion structure is represented in gray,
while black and green colors are employed to represent the deformed configuration. More specifically, black is
used to connect nodes’ current positions, while green arrows allow the cross-section rotation to be visualized
graphically.

After this preliminary analysis, the application of a compression force, exhibiting a linear time evolution
law with slope ṗ = −8 N/s, is considered. Figure 4 shows the displacement evolution and the phase portrait
(velocity vs. displacement) for the horizontal displacement and the cross-section rotation of the right end of the
duoskelion structure.3 Figure 5 is a stroboscopic image of the motion of the duoskelion structure.4

Both Figures 4 and 5 are useful in illustrating the mechanical behavior of the considered simply supported
duoskelion beam-like structure subjected to a compression load. Looking at Figure 4, it can be seen that, after
some small initial vibrations, there is a sudden buckling and the slope of the displacement increases rapidly.
Looking at Figure 5, it is possible to notice that the initial vibrations are mainly due to an extensional defor-
mation mode and that, following buckling, the first (bending) mode is activated, at least initially. It is worth
remarking that no imperfection at all has been utilized, as is customarily the case when dealing with the classic
Euler–Bernoulli beam theory. Indeed, the duoskelion geometry, which is a so-called chiral one, determines a
preferential buckling direction that allows any indeterminacy occurring before the post-buckling equilibrium
path to be overcome naturally. It is, in fact, evident that the duoskelion structure shows some characteristic
symmetry properties that play a role in its overall behavior. Indeed, while the geometry of the undeformed
duoskelion structure is invariant on ±180◦ rotations, it is not invariant as such when reflected with respect to its
axial (x) and transverse (y) axes. This is why the duoskelion beam is considered to be a chiral structure. Clearly,
beams with opposite chirality, obtainable one from the other by reflection, might be considered. Opposite chiral-
ities obviously affect the overall behavior of the beam differently, with the different results relatable by specific
symmetries.
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Figure 3. Simply supported duoskelion structure with 20 cells. First eight natural modes and periods.
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Figure 4. Simply supported duoskelion structure with 20 cells: (a) evolution of the horizontal displacement and rotation of the

cross-section of the right end; (b) corresponding phase portrait. Red lines: horizontal displacement; blue lines: cross-section rotation.

Figure 5. Stroboscopic representation of the evolution of the current configuration of the simply supported duoskelion structure

subjected to a compression load.

We now address the second test, which is characterized by different end conditions. More precisely, the left
end is clamped and rotation of the right end is prevented, as well as its vertical displacement, i.e. the right end
is constrained with a sliding joint. Once again, a modal analysis is performed to compute the natural periods
in the reference configuration. Figure 6 shows the first eight natural modes and periods. The last period is
Tn = 4.952 × 10−7 s. Of the natural modes shown in Figure 6, two extensional modes, the third and the sixth
modes, can be identified. The remaining six modes are bending modes.

As before, following the modal analysis, the application on the right end of a compression force is consid-
ered. Again, the compression force evolves linearly with time and its slope is equal to ṗ = −8 N/s. Figure 7
shows the displacement evolution and the phase portrait (velocity vs. displacement) for the horizontal displace-
ment and the cross-section rotation of the right end of the duoskelion beam. Figure 8 shows a stroboscopic
image of the motion of the duoskelion structure.5

As for the previous test, both Figures 7 and 8 are useful in illustrating the mechanical behavior of the consid-
ered simply supported duoskelion beam-like structure subjected to a compression load. Looking at Figure 7, it
can be seen that, after some small initial vibrations, there is a sudden buckling and the slope of the displacement
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Figure 6. Duoskelion structure with 20 unit cells and clamp–sliding joint conditions. First eight natural modes and periods.
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Figure 7. Duoskelion structure with 20 unit cells and clamp–sliding joint conditions: (a) evolution of the horizontal displacement

and rotation of the cross-section of the right end; (b) corresponding phase portrait. Red lines: horizontal displacement; blue lines:

cross-section rotation.

Figure 8. Duoskelion structure with 20 unit cells and clamp–sliding joint conditions. Stroboscopic representation of the evolution

of the current configuration of the duoskelion structure subjected to a compression load.

increases rapidly. Looking at Figure 8, it is possible to notice that the initial vibrations are mainly due to an
extensional deformation mode and that, following buckling, the second (bending) mode is activated, at least
initially. Again, no imperfection at all has been utilized to compute the post-buckling equilibrium path, as is
customarily the case when dealing with the classic Euler–Bernoulli beam theory.

3.3. Influence of the loading rate

The numerical simulations described in the foregoing sections were repeated considering a different loading
rate: a fast compression force at the right end. With this aim, the slope of the force evolution in time was set at
ṗ = −40 N/s.
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Figure 9. Simply supported duoskelion structure with 20 unit cells subjected to a fast compression load: (a) evolution of the

horizontal displacement and rotation of the cross-section of the right end; (b) corresponding phase portrait. Red lines: horizontal

displacement; blue lines: cross-section rotation.

Figure 10. Simply supported duoskelion structure with 20 unit cells. Stroboscopic representation of the evolution of the current

configuration of the duoskelion structure subjected to a fast compression load.

Let us first consider the case of simply supported end conditions. Clearly, as only the applied force is
changing—only its magnitude, actually—the modal analysis in Figure 3 is still valid. Figure 9 shows the dis-
placement evolution and the phase portrait (velocity vs. displacement) for the horizontal displacement and the
cross-section rotation of the right end of the duoskelion structure.

Figure 10 shows a stroboscopic image of the motion of the duoskelion structure.6 As for the previously
reported cases, Figures 9 and 10 show that, after some small initial vibrations, there is a sudden buckling and the
slope of the displacement increases rapidly. Looking at Figure 10, it is possible to notice that the initial vibrations
are mainly due to an extensional deformation mode and that, following buckling, the second (bending) mode is
activated, at least initially.

Let us now consider the case of clamped–sliding joint end conditions. Again, as only the applied force is
changing with respect to the previously addressed case with clamped–sliding joint conditions—only its magni-
tude, actually—the modal analysis in Figure 6 is still valid. Figure 11 shows the displacement evolution and the
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Figure 11. Duoskelion structure with 20 unit cells and clamp–sliding joint end conditions subjected to a fast compression load: (a)

evolution of the horizontal displacement and rotation of the cross-section of the right end; (b) corresponding phase portrait. Red

lines: horizontal displacement; blue lines: cross-section rotation.

Figure 12. Duoskelion structure with 20 unit cells with clamp–sliding joint end conditions. Stroboscopic representation of the

evolution of the current configuration of the duoskelion structure subjected to a fast compression load.

phase portrait (velocity vs. displacement) for the horizontal displacement and the cross-section rotation of the
right end of the duoskelion structure.

Figure 12 shows a stroboscopic image of the motion of the duoskelion structure.7 As for the previously
reported cases, Figures 11 and 12 show that, after some small initial vibrations, there is a sudden buckling and
the slope of the displacement increases rapidly. Looking at Figure 12, it is possible to notice that the initial
vibrations are mainly due to an extensional deformation mode and that, following buckling, the first (bending)
mode is activated, at least initially.
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Figure 13. Duoskelion structure with 20 unit cells and simply supported end conditions subjected to a traction load: (a) evolution of

the horizontal displacement and rotation of the cross-section of the right end; (b) corresponding phase portrait; (c) final configuration.

Red lines: horizontal displacement; blue lines: cross-section rotation.

3.4. Traction test

In this subsection, a traction test is considered for both simply supported and clamp–sliding joint end conditions.
A traction load is applied to the right end of the structure. As before, such a load is varied linearly with time
and its slope is ṗ = 60 N/s.

Let us first consider the simply supported end conditions. Clearly, as only the applied force is changing—only
its magnitude, actually—the modal analysis in Figure 3 still holds valid. Figure 13(a) and (b) show, respectively,
the displacement evolution and the phase portrait (velocity vs. displacement) for the horizontal displacement and
the cross-section rotation of the right end of the duoskelion structure. Figure 13(c) shows the final configuration.

Let us now consider the clamp–sliding joint end conditions. Again, as only the applied force is changing—
only its magnitude, actually—the modal analysis in Figure 6 still holds valid. Similarly to the previous case,
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Figure 14. Duoskelion structure with 20 unit cells and clamp–sliding joint end conditions subjected to a traction load: (a) evolution of

the horizontal displacement and rotation of the cross-section of the right end; (b) corresponding phase portrait; (c) final configuration.

Red lines: horizontal displacement: blue lines; cross-section rotation.

Figure 14(a) and (b) show, respectively, the displacement evolution and the phase portrait (velocity vs. displace-
ment) for the horizontal displacement and the cross-section rotation of the right end of the duoskelion structure.
Figure 14(c) shows the final configuration.

Clearly, in the simply supported case, no significant displacement in the vertical direction is observed.
Therefore, the duoskelion structure is deforming only through an extensional mode. The deformation is mainly
concentrated at the nodes between horizontal and vertical tracts in the form of bending. The horizontal displace-
ment of the right end increases in an almost linear manner. Unexpectedly, the rotation at the right end oscillates
with increasing amplitude and velocity. More particularly, the velocity increases superlinearly. In the case of
clamp–sliding end conditions, vertical displacement is instead noticeable, even if almost negligible.
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Table 2. Simply supported duoskelion structure. Natural periods, in seconds, for different stiffness datasets.

Case T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 Tn

Reference 0.9063 0.2279 0.1161 0.1024 0.05840 0.03878 0.03803 0.02610 4.952×10−7

c → ∞ 0.9032 0.2279 0.1160 0.1024 0.05839 0.03877 0.03802 0.02610 4.957×10−10

a, c → ∞ 0.9013 0.2279 0.1160 0.1024 0.05839 0.03877 0.03802 0.02700 4.957×10−10

3.5. Analysis of the sensitivity to stiffness parameters

The sensitivity analysis has as its main objective, an assessment of the influence of the stiffness parameters
a and c on the dynamic behavior of the duoskelion structure, with 20 cells analyzed until now. Specifically,
the simply supported case is considered, with two cases of particular interest (as an example, see [79, 80]): (i)
c → ∞, i.e. equivalent to neglecting shear deformability; (ii) c → ∞ and a → ∞, i.e. equivalent to neglecting
both shear and extensional deformabilities.

Departing from the values of a and c reported in Table 1, the case c∞ = 106 × c was first considered and,
successively, the cases a∞ = 106 × a and c∞ = 106 × c were considered. By making use of these datasets, we
recalculated natural modes and periods in the reference configuration. The first eight natural periods and the last
natural period Tn are given in Table 2 for the considered study cases, along with those obtained for the reference
dataset. Only the first and last natural periods are necessary to initialize Casciaro’s integration scheme, but a
comparison of the values assumed by the first set of modes is useful. We first observe that no relevant change
in the first eight natural modes occurs, although these have not been reported in the paper, and that the periods
also change in a very limited way. More specifically, we observe a very limited change in the periods of the first,
bending, mode and the eighth, extensional, mode: 0.55% for the first mode and 3.4% for the eighth mode, for
the case a and c → ∞.

We also conducted the numerical simulation reported in the foregoing relative to a compression force varying
with a linear evolution law and slope ṗ = −8 N/s for both c → ∞ and a, c → ∞. No relevant changes are
observed in the response, even though a smaller value of the time step is required to perform the time integration.
This derives from a greater ill-conditioning for the nonlinear system of equations to integrate.

4. Concluding remarks and future challenges

In this study, we have recalled the formulation of a recently proposed nonlinear discrete beam element capable
of taking into account shearing deformation, on which we base the entire analysis. Such a beam element is intro-
duced in the general three-dimensional setting, and its kinematics and strain and kinetic energies are defined.
After having recalled the formulation of the discrete beam element, realistic values of the model parameters
are found by making use of the Saint-Venant formulas. We then report on the numerical simulations performed
for a duoskelion structure, based on the previously introduced discrete beam element, using Casciaro’s time
integration scheme. Specifically, results illustrating the dynamic buckling of beam-like duoskelion structures
for different end conditions are presented, as well as results concerning the influence of the loading velocity
and stiffness parameters on the observed mechanical behaviors. It is concluded that, owing to their chirality,
duoskelion structures present an exotic behavior, especially at large strain, that deserves to be further studied.
It is believed that this study will contribute to the understanding of their mechanical behavior and will present
a useful tool for validating an asymptotic homogenization process for the nonlinear dynamics of duoskelion
structures, which is currently under study.

Notes

1. Let us remember that the axial vector w of a skew symmetric second-order tensor C is defined by the relationship Cv = w × v,

where × is the cross-product between two vectors. In an orthonormal basis having the same orientation of the space, w × v is

given by the pseudotensorial formula εijkwivj, where εijk is the Levi–Civita symbol, defined as

εijk =





+1 if (i, j, k) is (1, 2, 3), (2, 3, 1), or (3, 1, 2),

−1 if (i, j, k) is (3, 2, 1), (1, 3, 2), or (2, 1, 3),

0 if i = j, or j = k, or k = i .
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The vectorial invariant of an orthogonal tensor R, which is not—generally speaking—skew symmetric, is defined as the axial

vector of the tensor R − RT. There is an interesting interpretation of the vectorial invariant of an orthogonal tensor R. Given a

rotation tensor R, a vector a parallel to the rotation axis must satisfy Ra = a. This equation admits, up to a scalar factor, a unique

solution a, unless R = I. The vector a belongs to the null space of R − I or, equivalently, is an eigenvector of R associated to the

eigenvalue +1. The vector a, if R − RT is different from the null tensor 0, i.e. R is not symmetric, can also be found considering

that
(

R − RT
)

a = 0. Since R − RT is skew symmetric—actually, it is equal to twice the skew symmetric part of R—we can

define the axial vector w of the tensor R − RT, namely its vectorial invariant. Hence, we have w × a = 0, which means that w

and a, the rotation axis of R, are parallel.

2. Since Q is an orthogonal tensor, we have QTQ = I. Therefore, deriving both sides of this equality with respect to the time

variable t, we get d
(

QTQ

)
/dt = Q̇TQ + QTQ̇ = 0 . As a consequence, we have that

(
Q̇TQ

)T
= −Q̇TQ.

3. All the rotations considered in this work are expressed in radians.

4. A short movie showing the motion of the considered duoskelion structure is available as supplementary material associated with

this work, see the file duoskelion20ss_slow_dynamicload.avi.
.
.
.

5. A short movie showing the motion of the considered duoskelion structure is available as supplementary material associated with

this work, see the file

.
duoskelion20cc_slow_dynamicload.avi.

.

.
6. A short movie showing the motion of the considered duoskelion structure is available as supplementary material associated with

this work, see the file

.

.
duoskelion20ss_fast_dynamicload.avi.

.7. A short movie showing the motion of the considered duoskelion structure is available as supplementary material associated with

this work, see the file

.

.

.
duoskelion20cc_fast_dynamicload.avi.
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